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SRT PROFILE
Singapore Repertory Theatre (SRT)
exists to provide a platform for Asian
theatre practitioners and to give both
Singaporeans and visitors here the
opportunity to experience Broadway,
the West End and Singapore's own
mix of cultures.

SRT has also brought in some of the
world's most sought-after directors,
award-winning technical, stage,
sound, lighting and costume
designers - from the UK, USA,
Australia and Asia. Their skill and
talent continually provide invaluable
learning opportunities for local
practitioners.

In just twelve seasons, SRT has
established itself as one of Asia's
leading English language theatres. In
addition to its repertoire of original
work, the company has produced a
number of highly popular and critically
acclaimed productions of Western
classics, starring Asian performers.
These include The Glass Menagerie,
Nora, Death of a Salesman, Hamlet,
Kiss Of The Spider Woman, Little
Shop of Horrors, Into the Woods, The
Fantasticks and Art.

Our youth theatre troupe, The Young
Co., continues to attract notice for
its innovative and refreshing work the latest being Macbeth in August
2005. Members, aged 16-24, receive
acting training, the opportunity to
perform in public and a valuable headstart to a professional career in the
theatre.

International Asian stars such as Lea
Salonga, Ming-Na Wen, Nancy Kwan,
Randall Duk Kim, Pat Morita, Tsai
Chin and Shabana Azmi have been
brought to Singapore by SRT to work
with Singapore's best professionals.

In June 2002, SRT launched The
Little Company which stages
professional theatre for children
throughout the year. This was based
on the belief that children deserve
quality theatre as much as adults.

Theatre for the Young and Younger
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World Premiere at Jubilee Hall, Raffles Hotel, Singapore, September 1829 -1997
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A TWIST OF FATE
THE O R I G I N A L M U R D E R MYSTERY MUSICAL COMEDY

SYNOPSIS
1917 - A baby is abandoned at the
steps of Singapore's famous Raffles
Hotel. A childless English couple finds
the crying infant and adopts her. They
sail back to England with the child in
their arms.
1937 - Twenty years have passed.
The house of Lim Chin Boon is in
turmoil; the Master of the house is
dying and has just received a letter
from a young lady who could very
well be the long-lost granddaughter

from his first marriage. Emma West
returns to Singapore to look for her
family, only to find herself thrown into
the midst of intrigue and mystery.
There is a death in the family - a
murder as it turns out. Whose death?
And who is the culprit? Everyone in
the household has a deadly motive.
Sit back and be drawn into a web of
conspiracy, deceit and love that
stretches back in time and across
continents.
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HOUSE OF
LIM CHIN BOON

This is a veneer
That we polish rather well
But then to our dismay
Came the note

Oh so sedate so refined

She's arriving today

Seeming to the world that there's
Nothing on our mind

With the deepest regret

Not a hair out of place

She is bound to upset

As we sip from the cup

Our domestic affairs

All is style and grace

With the news that she brings

With our little pinkies up

But we'll know pretty soon

Is it all a facdade?

When the door bell rings

Are we tense?
Are we trying too hard?

Maybe it's a hoax

It's the effort we make

One of Richard's jokes

For appearance's sake

Why would she come searching now?

But this scene cannot last

If a joke then I don't see the humour

If you're versed in such things

Must we all be tormented by a rumour?

You will know it will end

I trust the truth will soon unfold

When the door bell rings

It's just some girl
who comes to dig for gold.

Still we sit, still we wait
Have another cup,

A pleasant afternoon

doesn't matter if she's late

The house of Lim Chin Boon

Are we all we appear?

A house that seems at home with intrigue,

Does it show? Can you tell?

Feuds and tragedy
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A normal afternoon

Surely Boon will not allow her here

The house of Lim Chin Boon

Not now

The surface seems unruffled but beneath

If she is who we think, can she prove it?

the torrents run

If a problem we'll have to remove it

And no-one deals with this as well as

She can go back to England from whence

The Peranakan

She came
With her foolish story

So sedate so refined

A pleasant afternoon

Seeming to the world that there's

The house of Lim Chin Boon

Nothing on our mind
Not a hair out of place
As we sip from the cup
All is style and grace
With our little pinkies up
Is it all a fag'8dade?
Are we tense?
Are we trying too hard?
It's the effort we make
For appearance's sake
But this scene cannot last
If you're versed in such things
You will know it will end
When the door bell rings
If we are correct
What will she expect?

AT MIDNIGHT
At the stroke of midnight
Then our plan begins
While the darkness of the shadows
Hides a multitude of sins
As the house lays silent
Like a mouse you have to run
We will see this through together
We will do what must be done
It's the time when indiscretions
Seem a little more discrete
So at midnight
At midnight
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Come and meet me and I promise to

We'll meet
There's no time for second thoughts

Reveal some greater crimes

We have to keep our nerve

You must face the darkness

Or else we stand to lose out on

Of this place and then at last

The riches we deserve

You will hear with further horror

I read between the lines

Of the truth about your past

Saw the danger in the letter

You must summon up your courage

But now a little subterfuge

There are evils to defeat

Will help to make things better

So at midnight
At midnight

At the stroke of midnight

We'll meet

Then enough's enough
It may sound melodramatic

It's better I go alone

All this cloak and dagger stuff

I'm not some helpless waif

But it's now or never

The darkness will not scare me off

For my dowry is at stake

I'm sure that I'll be safe

Surely no-one will suspect us

Whoever wrote this note

It's the move we have to make

Must have read too many dramas

I'll be cheated of my fortune

In which the heroes tiptoe round

And I can't abide a cheat

To meet in their pyjamas

So at midnight
At midnight

At the stroke of midnight

We'll meet

I will come I swear

At the stroke of midnight

Then our love must go elsewhere

While the clock still chimes

Once the sun has risen

If our love must be forbidden
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Everyone will wake to find

To keep our rendezvous

There's no more Ah See and Alice

If you have some shady dealings our

We'll have left them all behind

Advice is to complete

Though I'd love to see their faces

Them at midnight (sssshhhh)

Turning whiter than a sheet

At midnight we'll meet

So at midnight
At midnight
After the dark in the silence
There's no reason for violence
I am sure I'll be safe
It's what I must do
To keep our rendezvous
At the stroke of midnight we shall
Softly creep
For a secretive appointment
That we know we have to keep
With the moon to guide us
We will prove our love is true
Surely nobody will doubt us
If we keep our rendezvous
Midnight I'll be here
Never fear

WHO AM I?
So many years without a word
Only rumours I pretend I haven't heard
I can't go on living in the dark
When I write my name
There's a question mark that's asking...
Who am I?
Am I the last to know
What happened in this place
So many moons ago?
Can someone tell me why
I've had to wait so long
Yearning to find the warmth
Feeling that I belong?

Midnight that is our cue
Midnight, hush, not a sound

I thought in my youth
To get to the truth

We'll be around
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Would be such a simple task

Perhaps I'm naive

But doors seemed to slam

But I still believe

And now here I am - still I ask...

That all of us could be friends
A wonderful twist
Of fate as the mystery ends

Who am I?
Is there so much to hide?
Better the painful truth than to live a sham

Who am I?

Wondering who I am

Is there so much to hide?
Better the painful truth than to live
A sham

Why should it stir up such a storm?

Wondering who I am

My reception was a little less than warm
Maybe they resent the fact I'm here
What is in a name?
What is it they fear I wonder...

ONE STEP AT A TIME
Love would be an easy game

Who am I?
I'm asking from the heart
What does it really change?
Nothing will fall apart
Yet to live this lie
Means that I can't move on
How can I turn the page
Until all my doubts have gone?

If there were no rules
The problem seems so crystal clear
We've found love and yet they hate us
As we're of a different status
You're up there and I am way down here
But we won't let them stop
our "kiss-me-quickness"
Cause we have a hopeless case of
Altitude sickness
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I'm below stairs, you're above

And even though they try to keep us parted

But banisters can't banish love

No one has the strength to stop what Cupid

If the lowly take things slowly

Has started

One step at a time

You're above not out of reach

I'm above by several flights

So stand up tall and pluck the peach

But love is not afraid of heights

It's your duty

I'm a softy for the lofty

Let's get fruity

I think you're worth the climb
One step at a time
For love is blind to class or creed

One step at a time

Attraction never fades

One step

Two beating hearts are all you need

One step

So why put up those barricades?

One step

I will gladly sweep your floor

For love is blind to class or creed

I hoped you might do rather more

Attraction never fades

We'll be lovers under covers

Two beating hearts are all you need

One step at a time

So why put up those barricades?

Some day in a palace

Or I could stoop

I could rise
Alice, you and I will live

But either way we'll show this group

Although it's built upon a cloud

Love is winning by beginning

Dreams are fine for now, I guess

One step at a time

But wealth can't buy my happiness

One step at a time

Only you can make me feel so proud

One step at a time
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LIVING IN THE PAST
If you go through your life looking over
Your shoulder
You might miss what lies ahead
There is much more to life than just
Getting older
With new paths you've yet to tread
There are times

Although you may be miles from home
With problems to unravel
Some things always stay the same
No matter where you travel
And even in this foreign clime
Where everything seems strange
"Yesterday" has been and gone
"Tomorrow" you can change

when we all want to question
Where we came from
How the die has been cast
How can you look to the future
If you're too busy living in the past
There are times in your life
When the clouds you are under
Seem to be too much to bear
There are times in your life
You will look back and wonder
Why the clouds were ever there
For you soon put things into perspective
Then the mountains might not seem
Quite so vast
How can you look to the future

If you go through your life looking over
Your shoulder
You might miss what lies ahead
There is much more to life than just
Getting older
With new paths you've yet to tread
There are times when we all want
To question
Where we came from
How the die has been cast
How can you look to the future
If you're too busy living in the past
How can you look to the future
If you're too busy living in the past

If you're too busy living in the past
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AN ALIBI
WOULD BE HANDY

Meets a sudden grisly end
Though of course you say "not guilty"
If they ask you how you plead
But to keep you from the courthouse

It seems everyone has a motive

It's an alibi you need

It seems everyone bore a grudge
We had plenty of opportunity

When a man lies dead

I think that's for me to judge

And not many tears are shed
Certain doubts begin to linger

And since everyone knows a lawyer

If your nerve should crack

Charging reasonable rates

You had better watch your back

There is just one thing we are lacking

Someone's sure to point the finger

That such a crime necessitates...
An alibi would be handy

When you know the proof

Yes, an alibi could be used

Has to lurk beneath your roof

When a murder's been committed

Then beware the furtive glance

And you find you stand accused

To protect your name from the scandal
And the shame

If the odds are stacked against you

You cannot leave things to chance

There is one way to succeed

That's when...

If you're innocent we're certain
It's an alibi you need

An alibi would be handy

An alibi would be handy

And you're suddenly aware of

An alibi is a friend

People staring straight at you

If your story does not ring true

When a relative who's wealthy
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Don't waste time in just denying

Yes, an alibi would be handy

Any knowledge of the deed

Yes, an alibi would be handy

If you want to see true justice

Yes, an alibi would be handy

It's an alibi you need

Yes, an alibi would be handy
Yes, an alibi would be handy

Only one thing can be certain
It's a fact we have to face

An alibi would be handy

Death did not result from nat'ral causes

Good for getting you off the hook

In this case

So in case you haven't found one

At the risk of understatement

Best you have another look

Such behaviour is uncouth

To avoid the sordid gossip

And I mean to seek

For your conscience to be freed
If your life is in the balance
It's an alibi you need

Whoever's economic with the truth
The truth
An alibi would be handy
Yes an alibi is a plus

EVERY TIME YOU
LOOK INTO MY EYES

When you face a situation
Like the one that's facing us

You'll see the love reflected in my eyes

Such affairs can be so messy

A mirror of the heart that never lies

We're all fervently agreed

They sparkle in the way you do

When a corpse is in your bedroom

And show the warmth I feel for you

It's an alibi you need
It's clear
An alibi would be handy

When you are near
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You'll see the love reflected in my eyes

You'll see the love reflected in my eyes

The feelings that I have

So wide awake for now they realise

and can't disguise

That even when I'm on my own

The tears of joy are there to show

I won't feel that I'm alone again

All you ever need to know

On the darkest day the sun will rise

Every time you look into my eyes

Every time you look into my eyes
Suddenly standing there in front of me

You'll see the love reflected in my eyes

Is more than I had ever dreamed I'd find

The way in which my foolish heart replies

You'll see the love reflected in my eyes

The secrets that we hide away

So wide awake for now they realize

A fleeting glance can still betray

That even when I'm on my own

It's true

I won't feel that I'm alone again

When I'm with you

On the darkest day the sun will rise
Every time you look into my eyes

You'll see the love reflected in my eyes
Far brighter than the stars in all the skies
I feel I can forget the past
Start to live my life at last
Every time you look into my eyes
Doesn't it seem strange
How situations change
Far away from home and farther from
My mind
Suddenly standing there in front of me
Is more than I had ever dreamed I'd find

LOOK A LITTLE CLOSER
Murder's such a messy business
Where a family's involved
But I'm confident this sordid case
Will soon be solved
I feel sorry for the villain
Because I'm a master sleuth
A tenacious hound
Who sniffs around
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Until I've found the truth

Push a little harder
I'm bound to get my man

The truth

Where there's doubt
Look a little closer

Then I'll search out

Who knows where you may find

Subliminal criminal clues if I can

Subtle hints

I tread a little softer

And finger-prints

The felon should beware

All pointing the way to a murderer's mind

One false move
Is all that it takes and I swear

I probe a little further

I will be there

And see through every guise
Setting traps

I remember when I was a boy

To catch any suspect who tries

Jigsaw puzzles were my favourite toy

Telling me lies

Slotting all the pieces into place

Every time

A case

It's not unlike the way in which I crack
I solve a crime
I sparkle and I fizz

Dig a little deeper

I can't hide

In places some ignore

That sense of pride

It's not so strange

The absurder the murder, the better it is

For tiles to change
What's odd is

I stay a little longer

When bodies

I've found if I persist

Lie under your floor

It may lead me on to another new twist
Others have missed
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So dig a little deeper

Which are not conducive to sweet dreams

No stone should go unturned
In pursuit of justice that's one thing I've

One more night in the midst of a scandal

Learned from youth

One more night is the most I can handle

I will stop at nothing till I found

When you're sharing your house with

The truth

A murderer

Stop at nothing till I've found the truth

Any sound and my pulse starts to quicken
Every turn and the plot seems to thicken
We'll retire if we must

ONE MORE NIGHT
(NONE OF US WILL GET
MUCH SLEEP)
One more night till this nightmare is ended
One more night when belief is suspended
When you're mourning a loss in the family

Will we sleep?
Only just
Fearing who we can trust
None of us will sleep well in our beds
There's a nagging doubt in all our heads
Once you've tried your hand at
Killing men
Who's to say you will not strike again?

Overall I know we'd have preferred
A nat'ral death to a horrible murder
What is worse is the claim
One of us is to blame
And we'll soon know their name
None of us will get much sleep tonight

One more night under clouds of suspicion
One more night in this hateful position
An inspector in tow
There wherever we go
But just what does he know?

None of us will dare turn out the light
Murder ranks quite high amongst

Does he think it could be the

Those themes

Granddaughter
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Let us hope that the case will be
Water tight
Although we haven't guessed
Who is facing arrest
We will know who it is after
One more night

EVERYTIME YOU LOOK
INTO MY EYES (REPRISE)
Doesn't it seem strange
How situations change
Far away from home and farther from
My mind
You'll see the love reflected in my eyes
So wide awake for now they realise
That even when I'm on my own
I won't feel that I'm alone again
On the darkest day the sun will rise
Every time you look into my eyes
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The sound track for
Forbidden City: Portrait of an Empress
can be purchased at the SRT Box Office or from www.srt.com.sg
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